THE PRIMARY END GAME: WILL PENNSYLVANIA DECIDE?
T he taut and closely fought Democratic presidential race is now down to just nine primaries, with the Pennsylvania contest April 22 the largest and arguably most critical of the group.
An upset win by Barack Obama could quickly bring a clamor within the party to shut down the race in favor of the Illinois senator.
If Hillary Clinton wins big, the result could just as readily lead to the opposite outcome -a redefined contest in her favor that could extend on toward the August convention itself.
Or if she wins by a relatively small margin, this week's vote could leave the race roughly where it is now, but with one big delegate prize removed from the shrinking list of targets that Clinton has remaining between now and the end of the primary season June 3.
The Democratic contest is now a matter of numbers. In two basic measurements, Obama holds a clear-cut but not irrevocable lead -of about 140 in the delegate count and of slightly more than 700,000 in the tally of Democratic popular votes -the latter total based on a combination of ballots cast in party-sanctioned primaries and caucuses. With neither candidate in position to attain the nominating majority of 2,025 delegates by the end of the primary season, there is widespread sentiment that the nomination should ultimately be awarded to the popular vote champion.
That winner is likely to be Obama. But it is not out of the question that Clinton could overtake him in the final weeks of the primary season. The huge turnouts that Democrats have been registering this year are likely to continue into the homestretch, giving her a large pool of votes with which to try and whittle down Obama's popular vote lead.
Take the previous high turnout for a Democratic presidential primary in each of the remaining contests (including Puerto Rico), and it adds to nearly 5.7 million. But it would not be surprising if the number of ballots cast in this last round of primaries is much higher than that. Not only is there extraordinary interest in the Clinton-Obama contest, but the remaining states have the enthusiasm of places long ignored in the presidential nominating process.
With all of these states hosting their most meaningful presidential primary in a generation, it is likely
The 2008 presidential primary season will end as it began in January, with scattered contests over the next few weeks that will involve every region of the country. Beginning with the Pennsylvania balloting April 22, there will be two primaries in the Northeast (Pennsylvania and West Virginia), two in the South (North Carolina and Kentucky), two in the Midwest (Indiana and South Dakota), and two in the West (Oregon and Montana). As well, there will be two contests in territories, with a primary in Puerto Rico and a caucus in Guam. 
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WHO'S STRONG WHERE: A SAMPLING OF DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY VOTES FROM CITIES, SUBURBS AND SMALL-TOWN AMERICA
In its most basic terms, the American electorate can be divided into three different sectors -cities, suburbs and rural (or smalltown) America. A sampling of Democratic primary results is featured below from these basic building blocks of American voting. In addition, returns are presented from "working" America -bastions of heavy industry as well as high technology.
MAJOR URBAN CENTERS
Urban voters have been a significant part of Obama's coalition, although he lost decisively to Clinton in Democratic primary voting in two of the nation's largest urban centers -New York City and Los Angeles County. 
REPUBLICAN POPULAR VOTE (through March)
John McCain has wrapped up the Republican presidential nomination this year without coming close to winning a majority of the party's nationwide primary or caucus vote. The Arizona senator is a beneficiary of GOP delegate-selection rules which allow states to award delegates on a winner-take-all basis, unlike the Democrats, who strictly enforce proportional representation in distributing their pledged delegates.
To be sure, McCain has built up a decided edge over his rivals in the primary vote tally. But he ran third behind Mitt Romney and Mike Huckabee in voting in the caucus states, and did not do much better in that venue than Ron Paul. The libertarian congressman from Texas has run far better this year in the low-turnout world of the caucuses, where a dedicated cadre of supporters can have a much greater impact than in larger turnout primaries. Thus far this presidential nominating season, Democratic voters have expressed their judgments in three different venues -sanctioned primaries (where Barack Obama has built a narrow advantage), unsanctioned or non-binding primaries in Florida, Michigan and Washington (where Hillary Clinton has a decided edge), and caucuses (where Obama has dominated). Votes received by an active candidate have a beige background in the chart below; those received by an inactive candidate have a white background. 
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